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However, based on numerous conversations, it’s clear 
that insurance-industry executives mostly just roll their 
eyes if asked to contemplate the implications of 
driverless cars. …Thus, the prevailing attitude is probably 
much like that of Glenn Renwick, CEO of Progressive 
Insurance, as expressed during Progressive’s February 
2013 earnings call: “The technology to do an 
autonomous car has been around for a while. We’re now 
seeing them; we’ll see a lot of talk about them. The real 
issue is exactly how they are able to be part of the fleet 
of vehicles on the road in America, and that is probably 
not something that need keep anyone awake for quite 
some time.”

Chunka Mui and Paul Carroll: The New Killer Apps



Questions

• Is this smart?

• What should insurance companies be doing 
right now?





Sound familiar?

The potential savings don’t justify the investments that 
would be needed to make unmanned ships safe, said 
Tor Svensen, chief executive officer of maritime for DNV 
GL, the largest company certifying vessels for safety 
standards.

“I don’t think personally that there’s a huge cost-
benefit in unmanned ships today, but technologically 
it’s possible,” Svensen said Feb. 4 at a conference in 
New York. “My prediction is that it’s not coming in the 
foreseeable future.”



Source: http://fieldlens.com/blog/building-better/bird-plane-drone-construction-jobsite/



“Two weeks ago, I was working with the lead asset 
management consultant from XXX, who is currently 
designing the asset management system for the 
Department of XXX. I broached the subject of BIM with 
him, and he had a surprisingly negative view. His view 
was that it was just an IT fad that held no value, and 
that asset management practitioners would just go 
back to using excel spread sheets to manage their 
processes.”





Concepts for Innovative Organisations

































Commercial Firm – Senior 
Managers
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Innovation Portfolio





Event on 10/12/14 – 58 non-CSIRO 
attendees
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ASPIRE – LLP Final

Paper version of ASPIRE
Participants described wastes and found matches
62 potential matches found from ~32 SMEs



48 ideas, total cost $0



Tried 44, including this one



Outcomes

• +$2 million

• Data

• Learning

• Trust



Do the most 
important thing 

that you can.
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What Can You do Today?

1. Think about how much you can get away with – how 
much of your job do you control?

2. List 10 things you can do to make things better 
within this scope.

3. Do those things.

4. Figure out which ones worked, do those more.

5. Figure out which ones didn’t work, learn from them, 
then forget them.

6. Repeat, applying what you’ve learned to the next set 
of ideas.



Leadership

• Get your teams to do the same thing.

• Respond to their ideas in the same way you’d 
like your manager to respond to yours.





Evolve to perfect 
rather than 

requiring perfection 
from the start.



The First Apple PC



From little things, 
big things grow.



Thank you!

timkastelle.org/


